This tutorial aims to introduce recent advances in graph-based deep learning techniques such as Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) for Natural Language Processing (NLP). It provides a brief introduction to deep learning methods on non-Euclidean domains such as graphs and justifies their relevance in NLP. It then covers recent advances in applying graph-based deep learning methods for various NLP tasks, such as semantic role labeling, machine translation, relationship extraction, and many more.
INTRODUCTION
Graphs are all around us, ranging from citation and social networks to knowledge graphs. Due to their naturalness and ease of representation, graphs are heavily used in various NLP tasks. While deep learning methods have achieved considerable success in multiple NLP tasks, such methods have also been adapted to work over graph-structured data.
Geometric deep learning is an umbrella phrase for emerging techniques to generalise deep models to non-Euclidean domains such as graphs. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) are a recent popular class of multilayer convolutional-style neural networks operating on graphs . GCNs and their extensions have been successfully applied for semi-supervised node classification on an input graph (e.g document classification on a citation graph). Recently, GCNs have been extended for community detection .
Subsequently, GCNs have been adapted with edge-wise gating and relation-specific parameterisation for natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as semantic role labeling , machine translation , event detection , etc. Recently, there has been a surge of interest in applying GCNs for a large number of NLP problems which include document dating, text classification, exploiting semantics in machine translation, user geolocation , image captioning, relation extraction, question answering, etc.
GCNs have also been successfully used for knowledge graphs. Relational-GCN (R-GCN) uses a relation-specific parameterisation to get embeddings of knowledge graph entities and can be used as a standalone model for entity classification in knowledge graphs. State-of-the-art Knowledge Graph (KG) embeddings such as Dist-Mult and ConvE can be integrated with a GCN for improved performance on KG completion tasks such as link prediction. Recently, GCNs have been used for inductive learning in knowledge graphs in which entities are unseen at test time, zero-shot learning in which CODS-COMAD '20, Jan 05-07, 2020, Hyderabad, India 2020. ACM ISBN .
categories are unseen at test time, and one-shot relational learning in which only one training instance of a relation is seen during training.
Another class of graph-based deep models includes recurrent neural networks such as long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) operating on graphs. A GRU operating on syntactic dependency graph has been used for machine translation and achieves performances superior to syntactic GCNs. LSTMs have been used for sentence-state text representation, SQL-to-Text generation, N-ary relation extraction, etc.
Due to the pervasive nature of graphs in NLP, such graph-based deep learning methods have opened up a new frontier of exploration for Computational Linguists. This tutorial aims to introduce the fundamentals of this new exciting area of research, along with their relevance for language tasks to the CL community.
OUTLINE
• Brief introduction to Deep Learning (30 mins) -Deep Learning basics (MLP, backpropagation) (10 mins) -Convolutional Neural Networks (10 mins) -Recurrent Neural Networks (10 mins)
• Motivation and Introduction to Graph-based Deep Learning Methods (50 mins) -Overview of Graph Neural Networks (GNN) (10 mins) -Graph Pooling (10 mins) -GNN based unsupervised Representation Learning (10 mins) -GCN neighborhood aggregation schemes (10 mins) -Theoretical foundation fo GNNs (10 mins)
• Implementation details and frameworks (10 mins) 
RELATED TUTORIALS
WWW-2018 Tutorial on Representation Learning on Graphs (http://snap.stanford.edu/proj/embeddings-www/): presents an overview of network representation learning algorithms. In our tutorial, we study applicability of such methods for NLP. NIPS-2018 Tutorial on Geometric Deep Learning (https:// nips.cc/Conferences/2017/Schedule?showEvent=8735): introducs the emerging field of geometric deep learning on graphs and manifolds, overview existing solutions and applications for this class of problems, as well as key difficulties and future research directions.
EQUIPMENT
We shall bring our own laptop for presentation. We don't expect any equipment from the audience. We expect the organizers to provide a projector and power socket.
VIDEO SNIPPETS
• Partha Talukdar -Building Knowledgeable Machines -Big Data Public Lecture -Knowledge Graphs (TEDx Talk) -NELL tutorial ICML 2019 Part 1 -Part 2
